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APIS CLUES: devised by @apisclues.

APIS CLUES

Here are five cryptic crossword clues. You must solve the clues, then find the connection between the answers.

1. Domain, TLD, path (7)
2. Bee food that is extracted in parts from spoiled creatine (6)
3. Admit getting stuck into cheese cake (7)
4. Socialist leader hacked off following discussion (7)
5. Chew twigs there, losing energy and mixing with a bunch of losers? (6,8)

ARITHM' & CLUES

by @outofthenorm2.

All five cryptarithmetic puzzles use the same nine letters to represent the digits 0-9, and each word is clued. Alistair says: "The idea is to do the hints, then insert the hidden nones to nines that add."